A comprehensive analysis of molecule-intrinsic quasi-atomic, bonding, and correlating orbitals. I. HartreeFock wave functions J. Chem. Phys. 139, 234107 (2013) A new methodology to obtain reactivity indices has been defined. This is based on reactivity functions such as the Fukui function or the dual descriptor and makes it possible to project the information of reactivity functions over molecular orbitals instead of the atoms of the molecule (atomic reactivity indices). The methodology focuses on the molecule's natural bond orbitals (bond reactivity indices) because these orbitals (with physical meaning) have the advantage of being very localized, allowing the reaction site of an electrophile or nucleophile to be determined within a very precise molecular region. This methodology gives a reactivity index for every Natural Bond Orbital (NBO), and we have verified that they have equivalent information to the reactivity functions. A representative set of molecules has been used to test the new definitions. Also, the bond reactivity index has been related with the atomic reactivity one, and complementary information has been obtained from the comparison. Finally, a new atomic reactivity index has been defined and compared with previous definitions. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Many publications justify the reactivity of a system using canonical orbitals, which sometimes differ from frontier molecular orbitals (HOMO-1, HOMO-2, etc.). [1] [2] [3] Also, the definition of reactivity index may be ambiguous, as we can see in Ref. 4 . This led to a previous study 5 to test new definitions for reactivity indices in which we defined Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) reactivity indices and studied their advantages and disadvantages. NBOs 6, 7 were chosen for two reasons: first, they are very localized and allow the point of attack of an electrophile or nucleophile inside a concrete region of the atom to be delimited and second, because of the ease of use of Lewis structure diagrams. For example, consider the reaction, where "Nu:" is a nucleophile with one or more occupied NBOs (lone pairs, double-triple bonds, etc.) and "E" is an electrophile with one or more unoccupied NBOs. Imagine that the reaction can follow two paths: a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
jesus.sanchezmarquez@uca.es
Calculating the bond reactivity indices in such a case (NBO 1 and NBO 2 ) would be of great interest. In the current study, a new methodology has been defined for obtaining reactivity indices for the NBOs (bond reactivity indices) that is based on an adequate least square fitting (Lagrange's undetermined multipliers 8 ), which allows the projection of the information of reactivity functions (Fukui function and the dual descriptor) over molecular orbitals instead of the atoms of the molecule (notice that the bond index concept is not a new idea, as can be seen in the study by Bultinck et al. 9 ). These indices have the same information as reactivity functions but are easier to use.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
To understand detailed reaction mechanisms such as regio-selectivity requires, in addition to global descriptors, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] local reactivity parameters to differentiate the reactive behavior of the atoms forming a molecule. The Fukui function 19 (f (r)) and the softness 20 (s(r)) are two of the most commonly used reactivity descriptors,
The Fukui function is associated primarily with the response of the density function of a system to a change in the number of electrons (N) under the constraint of a constant external potential [v(r) ]. The Fukui function also represents the response of the chemical potential of a system to a change in external potential. As the chemical potential is a measure of the intrinsic acidic or base strength, and softness incorporates global reactivity, both parameters provide a pair of indices
where C ν α are the molecular frontier orbital coefficients and S χν are the atomic orbital overlap matrix elements. The subscripts "H" and "L" are referenced to the HOMO and LUMO orbitals. This definition of the condensed Fukui function Eqs. (9)- (12) has been pioneered by Pérez and Chamorro 23, 24 and has been used in a variety of studies yielding reliable results. [25] [26] [27] 
B. Reactivity indices of natural bond orbitals
In a previous study, 5 we proposed the reactivity index FF NBO i in the following equation for NBO i :
that is based on the approximation,
where
The f
parameters were calculated with a modified version of the UCA-FUKUI software 28 and the C i coefficients of Eq. (16) were obtained by the least square method by applying Eq. (17) , which leads to the linear system of Eq. (18),
The current study presents an improved methodology which can use FMO and FD approximations (the definition of Eq. (13) can only use the FMO approximation). Also, the new methodology, unlike the old one, can be based on other functions such as the dual descriptor (the old methodology was based on the f α (r) function).
III. INTRODUCTION TO THE METHODOLOGY
Below is a brief summary focused on the basis of the new descriptors f
. The detailed discussion is presented in section S1 in the supplementary material (ST1 in the supplementary material shows a summary of the nomenclature and definitions used in this study).
If we accept the approximation that NBOs do not change when the molecule loses an electron and only their occupancies change, we get
set can be estimated by the least square fitting of Eq. (20) ,
and the linear system 29 in Eq. (21) can be derived from Eq. (20),
Finally, for the f + ( r) function, we obtain the system of Eq. (22),
A. A new descriptor based on a dual descriptor
In previous studies, 22, 30, 31 the dual descriptor function (∆f (r)) has been defined as Eq. (23), where ρ N (r), ρ N+1 (r), and ρ N−1 (r) are the densities of the neutral molecule, the anion, and the cation. This function was used in a previous study 32 to partition the real space into non-overlapping reactive domains that feature a constant ∆f (r) sign that makes it possible to identify the nucleophilic and electrophilic regions inside a molecule,
By using the approximation Eqs. (S7) and (S13) (see supplementary material), we can write the (f + (r) − f -(r)) function as
That can be rewritten as
where the parameters ∆f
have been obtained by means of the condition,
This is very similar to Eq. (20) . Finally, Eq. (27) can be derived from Eq. (26),
B. Calculation details
Previous indices were dimensionless (and this is important) but it is also important that they were normalized:
The method of Lagrange multipliers 8 was used to normalize the reactivity indices of Eqs. (20, 22 and 26) . Finally, we obtained 
Also, instead of calculating the integrals of Eqs. (28)- (30), we have used a grid of equally spaced points to make the fitting. In all cases, we used 182 points/Å 3 and verified that by increasing the amount of points, the results do not change significantly (for example, for the A 1 reagent we have used 180 000 points). This approximation converts Eq. (21) into Eq. (31), Eq. (22) into Eq. (32), and Eq. (27) into Eq. (33),
IV. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
All the structures included in this study were optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) 33, 34 level of theory using the Gaussian09 package. 35 For the FMO approximation, the electrophilic Fukui function was evaluated from a single point calculation 36 were obtained using UCA-FUKUI software. 28 The f The interaction between unsymmetrical dienes and dienophiles can give two isomeric adducts, depending upon the relative position of the substituent. The selectivity for the formation of one adduct over the other is called regioselectivity, and this kind of isomer is called a regioisomer. In this class of cycloaddition, the degree of regioselectivity is often high; [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] yet, it is well established that the more powerful the electron-donating and electron-withdrawing substituents on the diene/dienophile pair, the more regioselective the reaction. 3 Regioselectivity has been described in terms of a local hard and soft acid and base (HSAB) principle, and some empirical rules have been proposed to rationalize the and f
parameters in Eqs. (21) and (22) calculated under finite difference (FD) and frontier molecular orbital (FMO) approximations (HOMO and LUMO) for some important NBOs of Fig. 1 (sorted by energy, the highest values are printed in boldface) . Partial orbital occupancies have been added in the last column. and f
in Eqs. (21) and (22) under FD approximation and FMO approximation for some important NBOs of Fig. 2 (sorted by energy) . Partial orbital occupancies have been added in the last column. experimental regioselectivity pattern observed in some DielsAlder (D-A) reactions. 43, 44 There is not a unique criterion; however, it explains most of the experimental evidence that has accumulated in cycloaddition processes involving fourcenter interactions. An excellent discussion of regioselectivity in concerted pericyclic reactions can be found in Ref. 44 . Eqs. (21) and (22) were applied to a sample of molecules that are related to the D-A reaction type (to obtain the f − (NBO) i and f + (NBO) i parameters). This set of molecules was divided into four samples (Tables I-IV) depending on the substituents (electron withdrawing group (EWG) or electron donating group (EDG)). 45 As an example, SF. 1 (supplementary material) shows some NBOs of the reagents A1 and A2 and the schematic representations of these orbitals (this kind of representations will be used in Tables V and VI indices (based on the dual descriptor function) for some important NBOs of Fig. 3 (reagent A 1 ) . Calculations were made with Eq. (33) and frontier molecular orbital approximation. in Fig. 1(a) and NBOs 2 and 16 in Fig. 2(a) . This indicates that they are the most nucleophilic NBOs. On the other hand, NBOs 87 and 82 in Fig. 1(b) and NBO 51 in Fig. 2(b) have the highest f + (NBO) i values and so they are the most electrophilic. These results are reasonable because the NBOs that show the highest nucleophilic behavior are those that have higher energies and high partial occupancies.
On the other hand, the most electrophilic NBOs are those that have less energies and minor partial occupancies. These orbitals often change during the chemical reaction (for example, the rupture and formation of bonds in ST 21 in the supplementary material). Also, Tables V and VI (and  ST 2 (15)) for the most important NBOs of Fig. 1 (reagent A 1 ) .
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parameters (Eq. (15)) for the most important NBOs of Fig. 2 (reagent A 2 ) . ). Regarding A 2 , Table X shows that NBO 2 (BD C 1 −C 2 ) is displaced to C 2 and NBO 51 (BD C 1 −C 2 ) is displaced to C 1 . The general conclusions for the four samples (Tables IX and X; ST Fig. 6 and SF 2-5 (donation and acceptance of electron pairs) is as expected for this wellknown reaction and allows us to predict most of the products of the reactions. 46, 47 Notice that the systems E2 and F2 have a LUMO with positive orbital energies. A new electron added to the molecule might be located in most diffuse orbital of the system giving in these two cases meaningless results for the prediction of a nucleophilic attack.
D. Comparison of atomic and bond reactivity indices
Under the FMO approximation, Eq. (19) can be written as
Condensing the φ HOMO (r) 2 and φ
functions by means of Eqs. (10) and (15), we obtain Eq. (35),
Eq. (35) allows us to relate the atomic reactivity indices f − k (Table XI) and the bond reactivity indices f
. This leads us to the useful conclusion that the atomic reactivity index is the sum of several contributions: the bond reactivity indices of each orbital of the molecule. We think that the f (Table XII) could determine what portion of the f − (NBO) i index belongs to each atom. Also, Eq. (35) is a direct connection between atomic reactivity and bond reactivity indices and can be useful for comparing both. Table XI shows that the atomic reactivity index of the chlorine atom is similar to the carbons (C 1 , C 4 , C 6 , and C 8 ). This seems incoherent because chlorine does not react (at least not like the carbons). However, the bond reactivity index of NBO 4 (or NBO 9) is in the order of 1:2 regarding the chlorine NBO 23. Eq. only contributes to the chlorine index, and this justifies why the atomic reactivity index of the chlorine is bigger than expected. 
according to Eq. (35) ). This could show that atom C8 attacks the dienophile and the C4 the atom C6. Then we obtain the bonds: C8-dienophile (simple) and C4==C6 (double). To close the ring, the most nucleophile atom of the dienophile (that is bonded to the EWG) attacks to the C1 and the bond C1-dienophile (simple) is assembled. This interpretation of the regioselectivity based on the indices f − Probably, electron withdrawing and donating groups polarize electronic density and this changes the orbitals (canonical and NBOs), but does not change all the occupied orbitals in the same way. The "standard methodologies" (Eqs. (6)- (8)) use the information of only one frontier orbital (HOMO or LUMO) and there is no guarantee that this orbital was polarized in the same way as the other orbitals (especially, if it has a different symmetry). The bond reactivity methodology (with NBOs) uses the information of all the orbitals and they are also localized orbitals and, consequently, more independent (not like the canonical ones). A perturbation in a localized area of the molecule only affects some bond orbitals or only one (canonical orbital behaviour is different).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A new descriptor has been defined: "bond reactivity index." Considering that a chemical reaction is determined by the breaking and creation of bonds, the new index has the advantage that it is related with bonds instead of atoms. These bond reactivity indices based on the Fukui function and the dual descriptor function have been calculated and the results obtained from the two kinds of indices have been equated. The new indices have been tested with a set of representative molecules and the Diels-Alder reaction type, and we have found a good description of the reactivity. Also, the FD and FMO approximations have been compared and both showed the same tendencies.
A new atomic reactivity index has been defined and it provided the best results for the sample of molecules studied. Also, it provided a relationship that we used to compare the atomic reactivity and bond reactivity indices, obtaining useful information about the relationship between the two kinds of indices.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for the complete reactivity index data of the studied reagents.
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